Pasadena Showcase House for the Arts

2016 Showcase Colors Accentuates this
Year’s Mission Style Estate
Each year, a new color palette is selected to reflect the latest design trends and accentuate the home’s
classic architecture and surrounding landscape. For the fifty-second Pasadena Showcase House of
Design, visitors will experience a color scheme that is evident of the late Mission Revival style - soft,
muted tones of dusty greens, classic blues and rosy pinks, punctuated with darker hues of gold, fawn
and marine grey.
In order to maintain the estate’s 1916 Mission Revival style while infusing a fresh take on the California
lifestyle, the Showcase team consulted with their Interior Advisor, Joshua Cain of Saxony Design Build
and Sara A. McLean, editor, color marketing manager, marketing at Dunn-Edwards Corporation.
Through a partnership with Dunn-Edwards Paints, 16 colors were chosen as part of this year’s palette,
twelve of which were sourced from the new “Then, Now & Forever” collection.
“The colors are historically accurate from the Mission Revival period along with other architectural
eras,” said McLean. “This collection reflects on the past and future of color, making it easy to specify
historic colors with complete accuracy.”
Further building off the color selection, Cain infused the palette into fabrics and textiles. “We took
great care to develop a fresh color scheme that not only pays homage to the house’s elegantly refined
architecture, but also reflects today’s California lifestyle.”
Showcase opens to the public April 17 to May 15, 2016. Tickets go on sale February 2016. Visit
pasadenashowcase.org to purchase tickets or to get additional information about Pasadena Showcase
House for the Arts.
About Dunn-Edwards Paints
Dunn-Edwards Paints has produced and sold premium paint products for more than 85 years and is
the number one choice of Painting Professionals based on an independent study where licensed
painting contractors in Los Angeles, San Diego and Phoenix overwhelmingly selected Dunn-Edwards
Paints as the paint they would use on their own homes. With more than 115 company stores in
California, Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico and Texas, and more than 60 authorized dealers throughout
the Southwest, Dunn-Edwards is one of the nation’s largest independent manufacturers and
distributors of architectural paints and paint supplies. Dunn-Edwards Paints’ international presence
includes authorized dealers in China, Guam, Korea, Lebanon, Lithuania, Mexico, Philippines and
Singapore. The company is dedicated to a greener by design® philosophy and produces its coatings in
the world’s first and only LEED® Gold-certified manufacturing plant. Based in Southern California,
the company is composed of approximately 1,500 employees. For more information, please visit
www.dunnedwards.com.

